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This Destination Guide contains inspiration and information for your trip
to Amsterdam. 

We recommend that you book the activities and/or restaurants in
advance, because it can be extra busy due to the Formula 1 weekend.
Have fun reading and have a good trip on behalf of Race Experience!
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Discover the charm of Amsterdam, the capital of

the Netherlands, during your scenic cruise through

the enchanting canals. Enjoy historic buildings and

picturesque bridges as you sail past bobbing

houseboats. Immerse yourself in the rich history and

admire the unique architecture as you explore the

city in an enchanting way.

CANAL TOUR

ACTIVITIES IN AMSTERDAM

The Heineken Experience in Amsterdam is a

brewery-turned-museum offering an interactive

journey through the beer's history. Visitors explore

the brewing process, enjoy tastings, and engage in

immersive exhibits, making it a vibrant and

educational experience for beer enthusiasts..

HEINEKEN EXPERIENCE

The Rijksmuseum, a cultural icon in Amsterdam, is

home to a wealth of art and history. Discover

masterpieces by Rembrandt, Vermeer and other

Dutch masters. With its majestic architecture and

extensive collection, it offers an unforgettable

journey through Dutch culture and art history.

RIJKSMUSEUM

The Anne Frank House in Amsterdam is a museum

commemorating Anne Frank's life during WWII. It

preserves the secret annex where she wrote her

famous diary. The museum educates visitors about

the Holocaust's horrors, Anne's story, and the

importance of tolerance and human rights.

ANNE FRANK HOUSE
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THE HARBOUR CLUB

THE SISTER
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't Zusje in Amsterdam offers a cozy dining experience with unlimited small dishes to share. The
concept of tapas makes it possible to taste various flavors in a relaxed atmosphere. With meat, fish,
vegetarian and vegan options, the menu offers something for everyone.

RESTAURANTS IN AMSTERDAM

European | €€-€€€ | Website

The Harbour Club in Amsterdam South is a refined dining spot on the water, known for its stylish
setting and excellent seafood. With an elegant interior and terrace, it offers an unforgettable
experience, with fresh seafood and premium meat dishes.

European | Sushi | €€€€ | Website



SARDEGNA

CEDARS
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Restaurant Cedars in Amsterdam is known for its delicious Lebanese cuisine. With authentic dishes
such as mezze, grilled meats and aromatic spices, the restaurant offers a tasty experience in a
welcoming atmosphere, perfect for lovers of Middle Eastern cuisine.

RESTAURANTS IN AMSTERDAM

Lebanese | €€-€€€ | Website

Restaurant Sardegna in Amsterdam offers delicious Sardinian dishes and a warm atmosphere. It is
known for its authentic flavors, fresh ingredients and hospitable service. A place where culinary
delights come together for an unforgettable experience.

Italian | €€€€ | Website




